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bekken and quite interesting features.abs disclaimer: we have not
used this dongle in any of our wireless “hotspot” type connections.
we have tested it in an ethernet lan using one of our wi-fi enabled
laptops. if you have trouble viewing the charts, try ctrl-f11 (mac
users, use cmd-f11). sorry, we could not find any way to force

internet explorer to convert from png to a browser friendly html and
display the charts for you! you may download these files for your
own personal use, but we do not guarantee that the data will be

available for long and you should not depend on it! you might want
to get a long term subscription. a simple apache plugin that reads
the data out of a spreadsheet and displays it on your web page. a

common use is to use a web page to show your web page, but with
the data on a different web page. completely automated setup. just
hit the “set” button and it will create a web page, have it pushed to
the web and create an rss feed to drive the stats page. you might

also like the automated feedback. our goal is to create a simple way
to gather the data needed to populate our web stats page. so the
plugin grabs a spreadsheet off the server, turns it into an object,
runs some math on it and drops it into an array (a way to save a

variable). there are 3 ways to use it. you can use a static
spreadsheet which is a good idea if you want to use it on multiple
web sites. or create the spreadsheet yourself. if you are more of a

python guy, you can script it. last but not least, you can write a quick
php script to read a spreadsheet and display it as a chart in a simple
html page. that lets you easily change a spreadsheet as long as you
keep the filename in the “images” directory of your web directory.

it’s easier than the old way of ftping the spreadsheet up. but it’s also
harder to make sure the spreadsheet is actually

correct.measurements of temporal variations in the ionization
potential of the hydrocarbon fuels used in nasa's space shuttle are
critically needed for the validation of computer models of chemical
reaction rates under space-flight conditions. it is proposed to make
such measurements over a wide energy range, covering the region
of the space-flight hydrocarbon fuels. to accomplish this purpose a

new nvcf plasma source will be developed. data from a recently
developed experimental apparatus will be used to optimize the

source and its anode geometry. the plasma source will be used in an
ionization chamber, allowing measurement of the average ionization

potential over a broad energy range from a few hundred electron-
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volts to the release of electrons resulting from various fission
processes.
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